
Mgr. Martin Lang
 Personal info

Date of birth: 12/07/1992
Nationality: Slovak
Address: Orechový sad 7, Nové Zámky 940 01, Slovakia
Phone number: +421949556426
Email address: lang.martin.nz@gmail.com

 Profile
I started out as an English teacher. I taught, supervised and led teacher training sessions at Učit Brno language 
school. I love working with people, share their enthusiasm for studying new languages and I love to see how happy 
their are with their own progress. I am a freelance translator now, currently translating and reviewing for Bureau 
Translations and United Language Group. I also work for Lionbridge company as a map analyst. My job is to 
evaluate map data on a daily basis. I love to travel and I am not afraid of seeking new job opportunities outside 
Europe. I have lived in the United States of America for one year and I have spent five months studying in Taiwan. I 
am flexible, quickly adaptable to new environment, friendly and eager to learn new skills or gain new experience. 
Sometimes I might lack patience, because I want to start a project or a job immediately, but once I start something 
I make sure to finish it.

 Work experience
Jílek Language

School 
Brno 

Czech Republic

English Language Teacher 09/2015 – 12/2017
 

Teaching grammar, conversation and listening skills.
Teaching grammar, listening, reading, comprehension and speaking skills.
Strengthen students' abilities to use the English language in different situations of 
everyday life.

Bureau Translations 
Miami 

United States of
America

Freelance Translator 07/2016 – present
 

Providing clients with a grammatically correct, well-expressed final version of the 
translated text, usually as a word-processed document.
Reading through original material in English and rewriting it, ensuring that the meaning 
of the source text is retained.
Prioritizing work to meet deadlines.

Učit Brno 
Brno 

Czech Republic

English Teacher, Senior Supervisor 07/2018 – 04/2019
 

Created and executed presentations for units of study. Presented units using variety of 
formats and technology.
Creating age-appropriate term syllabuses.
Designed and planned daily unit lessons for each class and administered tests and 
evaluations, improved students' classroom performance with one-on-one tutoring.
Encouraged a positive learning environment and an excellent student-teacher 
interaction.Teaching English, organizing feedback sessions for my colleagues, leading 
teacher training sessions.

Lionbridge 
Edinburgh 

Scotland

Map Analyst 04/2018 – present
 

Evaluate the functioning of the applications and make recommendations for change. 
Evaluation of various aspects of incoming map applications' data, highlighting 
mistakes or errors, communication with the tech support team on a weekly basis.

mailto:lang.martin.nz@gmail.com


 Work experience
UNITED LANGUAGE

GROUP 
Ballybrit 

Ireland

Freelance Translator 09/2019 – present
 

Providing clients with a grammatically correct, well-expressed final version of the 
translated text, usually as a word-processed document.
Reading through original material in English and rewriting it, ensuring that the meaning 
of the source text is retained.
Prioritizing work to meet deadlines.

 Education
Masaryk University 

Brno 
Czech Republic

Teaching English Language and Literature 09/2016 – 01/2019
FF: AJU Upper Secondary School Teacher Training in English Language and Literature, 
Master's degree programme

Masaryk University 
Brno 

Czech Republic

English Language and Literature 09/2012 – 07/2015
Bachelor's Degree in English Language and Literature

 Skills
Languages

English Fluent
Czech Fluent
Slovak Native
Hungarian Limited
Chinese Limited
German Limited
Spanish Professional

Software

MS Office (Excel, Word, Power
Point)

Advanced

Memsource Advanced
SmartCAT Advanced
Transifex Advanced
TryRating Advanced
SDL Trados Professional
Accross Professional

Driving Licence

Driving Licence B1, B

 Social Media

 Hobbies


Exploring distant

lands


Getting lost in a

good book


Capturing
moments


Feeling the

music


Swimming,

skiing, working
out


Playing video

games

 References
Bureau Works Hugo Vieira

hugo.vieira@bureautranslations.com
Project manager at Bureau Works


@MartinLang


/MartinLang

file:///tmp/www.linkedin.com/in/martin-lang-04b4b713a
https://www.facebook.com/martin.lang.7564


 References
Bureau Works Saskia Rock

vendors@bureauworks.com
Community manager at Bureau Works

 Certificates
ProZ.com Certified PRO Member 09/2019

https://www.proz.com/translator/2098918
The ProZ.com Certified PRO Network is an initiative of the ProZ.com 
community, the purpose of which is to identify qualified translators in 
various language pairs, and provide them with the option of networking 
and collaborating in an environment consisting entirely of screened 
professionals. Those accepted into the network earn the "ProZ.com 
Certified PRO" title and seal, which may optionally be displayed in 
profile pages and elsewhere on or off the ProZ.com website. 
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